


The objective of this lecture is to integrate our knowledge of the differences between 2D
and 3D planning and apply the same to various clinical sites. The final aim will be to be
able to make out these differences and apply this knowledge to the clinic, critically
analyse the plans generated and apply this in day to day selection of plans for treatment.









The treatment as planned for must be accurately delivered for each and every fraction.



An increase of the CTV is needed to accommodate for a set‐up margin (SM) thereby
yielding a PTV. Reducing the SM results in a smaller target volume. The high dose
volume and normal tissue irradiated are less. 3D and IMRT are techniques to minimize
the range of dose variation and improve the impact of the treatement.





The impact of geometric errors increases with the conformality of the radiation therapy
treatment. There are essentially 2 different errors ; mechanical and Set‐up errors

Presenter can extend or limit discussion on errors but focus is on set‐up errors in this
presentation:

distribution of random errors

most common systematic set‐up errors recorded by participants

systematic errors have the largest impact

Set‐up error determined relative to the isocentre, the field borders or
both

Gross error

Individual and population systematic errors

etc.

Systematic errors have the largest impact on the margin needed to adequately dose the
target. The greatest benefit is gained from strategies to reduce systematic errors.
Example is where no immobilisation device is used to stabilise the patient, the careless
use of an immobilisation device, inaccurate recording of positioning co‐ordinates or a
badly constructed immobilisation system that has poor configuration and freedom of
movement.
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The risk of mechanical errors are reduced by good equipment quality control procedures
including acceptance testing, maintenance and regular mechanical check as per
schedule on a daily, weekly and monthly basis. Independent checks must be done
periodically to ensure cross‐checking of maintenance and quality procedures.

Random errors are often due to patient positioning and transfer of information as well
as patient movement. Proper education and training of RTT are essential to ensure
interpretation of marks, diagrams etc are uniform.

Systematic errors are minimised with careful documentation of procedures during
simulation and set‐up.





Positiong the patient for treatment is a very important first step. Poor patient
positioning will make planning and delivery of treatment difficult and sometimes
impossible.



In this example, parallel pair treatment is used for a limb sarcoma. With poor
positioning, the beam will enter and exit through the contra‐lateral leg.



Accuracy is a requirement throughout the radiotherapy process. Here the accuracy in
patient set‐up is stressed.

The patient is a great source of errors. Therefore ensure the patient is comfortable so
that he/she can remain still through out the procedure.

The use of bony landmarks must be documented carefully. Tattoos are useful to ensure
accurate alignment.



The basic of safe set‐up is to ensure no one works alone and a counter check is done
independently.







TSD: Target to Surface Distance

ODI: Optical Distance Indicator

In an accurate set‐up the treatment fieds correspond exactly to the planned fields. This
is only the case if the antomical structures are aligned to the surface fiducial markers. In
fact there are likely to be differences between the localised patient information, the
surface markers and the anatomy.

Depending on the level of accuracy required alignment by use of surface fiducial 3‐point
triangulation used in conventional treatments may not suffice. There are specialised
systems in use and being developed (e.g. stereotactic radiosurgery system).

The more rigid the body of the patient the more chance there is that accurate and
reproducible set‐up will be achieved.



In‐room lasers allow alignment of patient in all 3 axes to ensure reproducibility of set‐up.



Equipment can be discussed in more or less detail. This is an opportunity for some
discussion on what each participant has, positioning of lasers, what isocentric means
etc.



Immobilisation increases accuracy of treatment reducing dose to OAR



Although comfort is not the same as immobilisation a patient should be able to
relatively easily maintain a position for the entire treatment and the position must be
able to be exactly reproduced for each treatment.

When a patient cannot easily maintain a position for the entire treatment and/or when
the position cannot be exactly reproduced for each treatment then an immobilisation
device is used for fixation.





Sellotape and head rest alone are unsatisfactory (position is likely to vary from day to
day). Only put on list because some departments in developing world still use these.

Stereotactic radiosurgery is not the topic of this presentation and only listed as it offers
discussion point for ways to achieve high level of accuracy but is not practical for
fractionated treatment regimes.









In moving from 2D to 3D therapy, changes to treatment positioning may be required.
With 2D planning, the image intensifier arm is far from the patient and there is little
restriction in movement.

With 3D planning, especially with the use of large immobilisation devices eg breast
board, the whole set‐up of patient and equipment may not fit into a conventional CT
scanner which has a small bore, typically about 70cm.



Wide bore CT scanners are available for radiotherapy planning. These scanner usually
have a bore size of 80 – 90 cm depending on manufacturer, with a correspondingly large
field of view (FOV) This enables different set‐up positions to be possible





A definition/discussion of PTV (Planning target volume) may help here.

The detail of treatment verification is given in another presentation in this series.





AVM: Arterio‐venous malformation



Doses up to 70 Gy give improved loco‐regional control.

However this comes with greater acute toxicity and long term complications.







Sellotape and head rest alone are unsatisfactory (position is likely to vary from day to
day). Only put on list because some departments in developing world still use these.

Stereotactic radiosurgery is not the topic of this presentation and only listed as it offers
discussion point for ways to achieve high level of accuracy but is not practical for
fractionated treatment regimes.









Example of breast radiotherapy patient positioning with both arms up



MLC: Multi‐leaved collimator system

All breathing management systems rely on the relationship between a surrogate
(implanted fiducial marker, external fiducial marker usually tracked in real time by use of
a video system, external surface monitoring, lung volume, air flow) to estimate the
tumour position at any given time. This is not entirely accurate and work continues as
our understanding of motion and its impact on treatment improves. Additional
verification is needed to improve accuracy.





Ultrasound has been used for daily check of prostate position relative to markers. This
requires a dedicated ultrasound machine and training for RTT, physicists or physicians
doing the procedure.







ICRU: International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements
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